We study the average-case running-time of single-source shortest-path (SSSP) algorithms assuming arbitrary directed graphs with n nodes, m edges, and independent random edge weights uniformly distributed in [0, 1]. We give the first label-setting and label-correcting algorithms that run in linear time O(n + m) on the average. In fact, the result for the label-setting version is even obtained for dependent edge weights. In case of independence, however, the linear-time bound holds with high probability, too.
Introduction
Shortest-paths problems are among the most fundamental and also the most commonly encountered graph problems, both in themselves and as subproblems in more complex settings [1] . Besides obvious applications like preparing travel time and distance charts [36] , shortest-paths computations are frequently needed in telecommunications and transportation industries [60] , where messages or vehicles must be sent between two geographical locations as quickly or as cheaply as possible. Other examples are complex traffic flow simulations and planning tools [36] , which rely on a large number of individual shortestpaths problems. Further applications include many practical integer programming problems. Shortest-paths computations are used as subroutines in solution procedures for computational biology (DNA sequence alignment [68] ), VLSI design [8] , knapsack packing problems [25] , and traveling salesman problems [43] and for many other problems. A diverse set of shortest-paths models and algorithms have been developed to accommodate these various applications [11] .
One of the most commonly encountered subtypes is the single-source shortest-path (SSSP) version: let G = (V , E) be a directed graph, |V | = n, |E| = m, let s be a distinguished vertex of the graph, and let c be a function assigning a nonnegative real weight to each edge of G. The objective of the SSSP is to compute, for each vertex v reachable from s, the weight dist(v) of a minimum-weight ("shortest") path from s to v; the weight of a path is the sum of the weights of its edges.
Worst-case versus average-case analysis
Shortest-paths algorithms commonly apply iterative labeling methods, of which two major types are label-setting and label-correcting (we will formally introduce these methods in Section 1.3). Some sequential label-correcting algorithms have polynomialtime upper-bounds, others even require exponential time in the worst case. In either case, the best sequential label-setting algorithms have better worst-case bounds than that of any label-correcting algorithm. Hence, at first glance, label-setting algorithms seem to be the better choice. However, several independent case studies [6, 10, 13, 28, 29, 44, 50, 70] showed that SSSP implementations of label-correcting approaches frequently outperform labelsetting algorithms. Thus, worst-case analysis sometimes fails to bring out the advantages of algorithms that perform well in practice.
Many input generators produce input instances at random according to a certain probability distribution on the set of possible inputs of a certain size. For this input model one can study the average-case performance, that is, the expected running time of the algorithm averaged according to the applied probability distribution for the input instances. It nearly goes without saying that the choice of the probability distribution on the set of possible instances may crucially influence the resulting average-case bounds. A useful choice establishes a reasonable compromise between being a good model for real-world data (i.e., producing "practically relevant" instances with sufficiently high probability) and still being mathematically analyzable.
Frequently used input models for the experimental performance evaluation of SSSP algorithms are random or grid-like graphs with independent random edge weights. The resulting inputs exhibit certain structural properties with high probability (whp), 1 for example concerning the maximum shortest-path weight L = max{dist(v) | dist(v) < ∞} or connectivity. However, it is doubtful whether some of these properties reflect real-life features or should rather be considered as artifacts of the model, which possibly misdirect the quest for practically relevant algorithms.
Mathematical average-case analysis for shortest-paths algorithms has focused on the All-Pairs Shortest-Paths problem for a simple graph model, namely the complete graph with random edge weights. One of the merits of this paper is an average-case analysis of sequential SSSP algorithms on arbitrary directed graphs with random edge weights.
Organization of the paper
Sections 1.3 and 1.4 provide a short summary of basic solution approaches for shortestpaths problems. Readers familiar with the SSSP problem may choose to skip these sections and refer to them when necessary. Section 2 presents an overview of previous and related work whereas Section 3 lists our new results. In Section 4 we review some simple bucketbased SSSP algorithms. Then we present our new algorithms SP-S and SP-C (Section 5). Both algorithms run in linear time on average. Even though the two approaches are very similar, the analysis of SP-S (Section 6) is significantly simpler than that of SP-C (Section 7). Finally, in Section 8, we demonstrate a general method to construct graphs with random edge weights that cause superlinear average-case running-times with many traditional label-correcting algorithms.
Basic labeling methods
Shortest-paths algorithms are usually based on iterative labeling methods. For each node v in the graph they maintain a tentative distance label tent(v); tent(v) is an upper bound on dist(v). The value of tent(v) refers to the weight of the lightest path from s to v found so far (if any). Initially, the methods set tent(s) := 0, and tent(v) := ∞ for all other nodes v = s.
The generic SSSP labeling approach repeatedly selects an arbitrary edge (u, v) where tent(u) + c(u, v) < tent(v), and resets tent(v) := tent(u) + c (u, v) . Identifying such an edge (u, v) 
By then, dist(v) = tent(v) for all nodes v. If dist(v) = tent(v) then the label tent(v) is said to be permanent (or final); the node v is said to be settled in that case. The total number of operations needed until the labeling approach terminates depends on the order of edge selections; in the worst case it is pseudo-polynomial for integer weights, O(n 2 · m · C), and O(m · 2 n ) otherwise [1] . Therefore, improved labeling algorithms perform the selection in a more structured way: they select nodes rather than edges. In order to do so they keep a candidate node set Q of "promising" nodes. We procedure SCAN(u) for all (u, v require Q to contain the starting node u of any edge (u, v) that violates the optimality condition (1).
Requirement 1. Q ⊇ {u ∈ V : ∃(u, v) ∈ E with tent(u) + c(u, v) < tent(v)}.
The labeling methods based on a candidate set Q of nodes repeatedly select a node u ∈ Q and apply the SCAN operation ( Fig. 1) to it until Q finally becomes empty. Figure 2 depicts the resulting generic SSSP algorithm.
Subsequently, the set of all outgoing edges of u will also be called the forward star of u, abbreviated FS (u) . SCAN(u) applied to a node u ∈ Q removes u from Q and relaxes all 2 outgoing edges of u, that is, the procedure updates tent(v i ) := min tent(v i ), tent(u) + c (u, v i 
) ∀(u, v i ) ∈ FS(u).

If the relaxation of an edge (u, v i ) reduces tent(v i ) where v i /
∈ Q, then v i is also inserted into Q. For nonnegative edge weights, SCAN(u) will not reduces tent (u) .
During the execution of the labeling approaches with a node candidate set Q the nodes may be in different states: a node v never inserted into Q so far (i.e., tent(v) = ∞) is said to be unreached, whereas it is said to be a candidate (or labeled or queued ) while it belongs to Q. A node v selected and removed from Q whose outgoing edges have been relaxed is said to be scanned as long as v remains outside of Q.
The implementation of the SCAN procedure immediately implies:
Observation 2. For any node v, tent(v) never increases during the labeling process.
Furthermore, the SCAN procedure maintains Q as desired:
Lemma 3. The SCAN operation ensures Requirement 1.
Proof. Q is required to contain the starting node u of any edge e = (u, v) that violates the optimality condition (1) . Due to Observation 2, the optimality condition (1) can only become violated when tent(u) is decreased, which, in turn, can only happen if some edge (w, u) into u is relaxed during a SCAN(w) operation. However, if SCAN(w) reduces tent(u) then the procedure also makes sure to insert u into Q in case u is not yet contained in it. Furthermore, at the moment when u is removed from Q the condition (1) will not become violated because of the relaxation of FS(u). ✷
In the following we state the so-called monotonicity property. It proves helpful to obtain better data structures for the maintaining of the candidate set Q.
Lemma 4 (Monotonicity).
For nonnegative edge weights, the smallest tentative distance among all nodes in Q never decreases during the labeling process.
The tentative distance of a node v can only decrease due to a SCAN(u) operation where u ∈ Q, (u, v) ∈ E, and tent(u) + c(u, v) < tent(v); if v is not queued at this time, then a reduction of tent(v) will result in v entering Q. However, as all edge weights are nonnegative, SCAN(u) updates tent(v) := tent(u) + c(u, v) M(Q). Finally, M(Q) will not decrease when a node is removed from Q. ✷ So far, we have not specified how the labeling methods select the next node to be scanned. The labeling methods can be subdivided into two major classes: label-setting approaches and label-correcting approaches. Label-setting methods exclusively select nodes v with final distance value, i.e., tent(v) = dist(v). Label-correcting methods may select nodes with nonfinal tentative distances, as well.
In the following we show that whenever Q is nonempty then it always contains a node v with final distance value. In other words, there is always a proper choice for the next node to be scanned according to the label-setting paradigm.
Lemma 5 (Existence of an optimal choice). Let c(e) 0 for all e ∈ E.
(a) After a node v is scanned with tent(v) = dist(v), it is never added to Q again. (b) For any node v reachable from the source node s with tent(v) > dist(v) there is a node u ∈ Q with tent(u) = dist(u), where u lies on a shortest path from s to v. Proof. (a) The labeling method ensures tent(v) dist(v) at any time. Also, when v is added to Q, its tentative distance value tent(v) has just been decreased. Thus, if a node v is scanned with tent(v) = dist(v), it will never be added to Q again later.
Thus, by Requirement 1, the node v i−1 is contained in Q. ✷
The basic label-setting approach for nonnegative edge weights is Dijkstra's method [15] ; it selects a candidate node with minimum tentative distance as the next node to be scanned. Figure 3 demonstrates an iteration of Dijkstra's method.
The following lemma shows that Dijkstra's selection method indeed implements the label-setting paradigm.
Lemma 6 (Dijkstra's selection rule). If c(e) 0 for all e ∈ E then tent(v) = dist(v) for any node v ∈ Q with minimal tent(v).
Proof. Assume otherwise, i.e., tent(v) > dist(v) for some node v ∈ Q with minimal tentative distance. By Lemma 5, there is a node z ∈ Q lying on a shortest path from s to v with tent(z) = dist(z). Due to nonnegative edge weights we have dist(z) dist(v). However, that implies tent(z) < tent(v), a contradiction to the choice of v. ✷ Hence, by Lemma 5, label-setting algorithms have a bounded number of iterations (proportional to the number of reachable nodes), but the amount of time required by each iteration depends on the data structures used to implement the selection rule. For example, in the case of Dijkstra's method the data structure must support efficient minimum and decrease_key operations.
Label-correcting algorithms may have to rescan some nodes several times until their distance labels eventually become permanent; Fig. 4 depicts the difference to label-setting approaches. Label-correcting algorithms may vary largely in the number of iterations needed to complete the computation. However, their selection rules are often very simple; they frequently allow implementations where each selection runs in constant time. For Fig. 4 . States for a reachable non-source node using a label-setting approach (left) and label-correcting approach (right). example, the Bellman-Ford method [3, 21] processes the candidate set Q in simple FIFO (First-In First-Out) order.
Our new SSSP algorithms either follow the strict label-setting paradigm or they apply label-correcting with clearly defined intermediate phases of label-setting steps.
Advanced label-setting methods
In this section we deal with a crucial problem for label-setting SSSP approaches: identifying candidate nodes that have already reached their final distance values. Actually, several mutually dependent problems have to be solved: first of all, a detection criterion is needed in order to deduce that a tentative distance of a node is final. Secondly, the data structure that maintains the set Q of candidate nodes must support efficient evaluation of the criterion and manipulation of the candidate set, e.g., inserting and removing nodes. For each iteration of the labeling process, the criterion must identify at least one node with final distance value; according to Lemma 5 such a node always exists. However, the criterion may even detect a whole subset R ⊆ Q of candidate nodes each of which could be selected. We call R the yield of a criterion.
Large yields may be advantageous in several ways: being allowed to select an arbitrary node out of a big subset R could simplify the data structures needed to maintain the candidate set. Even more obviously, large yields facilitate concurrent node scans in parallel SSSP algorithms, thus reducing the parallel execution time. On the other hand, it is likely that striving for larger yields will make the detection criteria more complicated. This may result in higher evaluation times. Furthermore, there are graphs where at each iteration of the labeling process the tentative distance of only one single node in Q is final-even if Q contains many nodes; see Fig. 5 .
In the following we will present the label-setting criteria used in this paper. We have already seen in Lemma 6 that Dijkstra's criterion [15] , i.e., selecting a labeled node with minimum tentative distance as the next node to be scanned, in fact implements the label-setting paradigm. However, it also implicitly sorts the nodes according to their final distances. This is more than the SSSP problem asks for. Therefore, subsequent approaches have been designed to avoid the sorting complexity; they identified label-setting criteria that allow to scan nodes in nonsorted order. Dinitz [16] and Denardo and Fox [10] observed the following:
The GLOB-criterion of Dinitz and Denardo-Fox is global in the sense that it applies uniformly to any labeled node whose tentative distance is at most M + λ. However, if λ = c(u , v ) happens to be small, 3 then the criterion is restrictive for all nodes v ∈ V , even though its restriction may just be needed as long as the nodes u and v are part of the candidate set. Therefore, it is more promising to apply local criteria: for each node v ∈ Q they only take into account a subset of the edge weights, e.g., the weights of the incoming edges of v. The following criterion is frequently used in our algorithms.
Lemma 8 (IN-criterion). Let M min{tent(v): v ∈ Q}. For nonnegative edge weights, the labeled nodes of the following sets have reached their final distance values:
Proof. The claim for the set U 1 was established in Lemma 6 of Section 1.3. The proof for the set U 2 follows the same ideas; assume tent(v) > dist(v) for some node v ∈ U 2 . By Lemma 5 there is a node z ∈ Q, z = v, lying on a shortest path from s to v with tent(z) = dist(z) M. However, since all edges into v have weight at least tent(v) − M, this implies dist(v) dist(z) + tent(v) − M tent(v), a contradiction. ✷ Lemma 8 was already implicit in [10, 16] . However, for a long time, the IN-criterion has not been exploited in its full strength to derive better SSSP algorithms. Only recently, Thorup [65] used it to yield the first linear-time algorithm for undirected graphs. Our algorithms for directed graphs also rely on it. Furthermore, it is used in the latest SSSP algorithm of Goldberg [32] , as well.
Previous and related work
In the following we will list some previous shortest-paths results that are related to our research. Naturally, due to the importance of shortest-paths problems and the intensive research on them, our list cannot (and is not intended to) provide a survey of the whole field. Appropriate overview papers for classical and recent sequential shortest-paths results are, e.g., [6, 11, 52, 58, 65, 71] .
Sequential label-setting algorithms
A large fraction of previous work is based on Dijkstra's method [15] , which we have sketched in Section 1.3. The original implementation identifies the next node to scan by linear search. For graphs with n nodes, m edges, and nonnegative edge weights, it runs in O(n 2 ) time, which is optimal for fully dense networks. On sparse graphs, it is more efficient to use a priority queue that supports extracting a node with smallest tentative distance and reducing tentative distances for arbitrary queued nodes. After Dijkstra's result, most subsequent theoretical developments in SSSP for general graphs have focused on improving the performance of the priority queue: Applying William's heap [69] results in a running time of O(m · log n). Taking Fibonacci heaps [22] or similar data structures [4, 17, 64 ], Dijkstra's algorithm can be implemented to run in O(n · log n + m) time. In fact, if one sticks to Dijkstra's method, thus considering the nodes in nondecreasing order of distances, then O(n · log n + m) is even the best possible time bound for the comparisonaddition model: any o(n · log n)-time algorithm would contradict the Ω(n · log n)-time lower-bound for comparison-based sorting.
A number of faster algorithms have been developed for the more powerful RAM model. Nearly all of these algorithms are still closely related to Dijkstra's algorithm; they mainly strive for an improved priority queue data structure using the additional features of the RAM model (see [58, 65] for an overview). Fredman and Willard first achieved O(m · √ log n) expected time with randomized fusion trees [23] ; the result holds for arbitrary graphs with arbitrary nonnegative edge weights. Later they obtained the deterministic O(m + n · log n/ log log n)-time bound by using atomic heaps [24] .
The ultimate goal of a worst-case linear time SSSP algorithm has been partially reached: Thorup [65, 66] gave the first O(n + m)-time RAM algorithm for undirected graphs with nonnegative floating-point or integer weights fitting into words of length w. His approach applies label-setting, too, but deviates significantly from Dijkstra's algorithm in that it does not visit the nodes in order of increasing distance from s but traverses a so-called component tree. Unfortunately, Thorup's algorithm requires the atomic heaps [24] mentioned above, which are only defined for n 2 12 20 . Hagerup [38] generalized Thorup's approach to directed graphs. The time complexity, however, becomes superlinear O(n + m · log w). The currently fastest RAM algorithm for sparse directed graphs is due to Thorup [67] ; it needs O(n + m · log log n) time. Alternative approaches for somewhat denser graphs have been proposed by Raman [57, 58] : they require O(m + n · √ log n · log log n) and O(m + n · (w · log n) 1/3 ) time, respectively. Using an adaptation of Thorup's component tree approach, Pettie and Ramanchandran [56] recently obtained improved SSSP algorithms for the pointer machine model. Still, the worst-case complexity for SSSP on sparse directed graphs remains superlinear.
In Section 4 we will review some basic implementations of Dijkstra's algorithm with bucket based priority queues [1, 10, 12, 16] . Alternative bucket approaches include nested (multiple levels) buckets and/or buckets of different widths [2, 10] . So far, the best bound for SSSP on arbitrary directed graphs with nonnegative integer edge-weights in {1, . . . , C} is O(m + n · (log C) 1/4+ε ) expected time for any fixed ε > 0 [58] .
Sequential label-correcting algorithms
The classic label-correcting SSSP approach is the Bellman-Ford algorithm [3, 21] . It implements the set of candidate nodes Q as a FIFO-Queue and achieves running time O(n · m). There are many more ways to maintain Q and select nodes from it (see [6, 27] for an overview). For example, the algorithms of Pallottino [54] , Goldberg and Radzik [34] , and Glover et al. [29] [30] [31] subdivide Q into two sets Q 1 and Q 2 each of which is implemented as a list. Intuitively, Q 1 represents the "more promising" candidate nodes. The algorithms always scan nodes from Q 1 . According to varying rules, Q 1 is frequently refilled with nodes from Q 2 . These approaches terminate in worst-case polynomial time. However, none of the alternative label-correcting algorithms succeeded to asymptotically improve on the O(n · m)-time worst-case bound of the simple BellmanFord approach. Still, a number of experimental studies [6, 10, 13, 28, 29, 44, 50, 70] showed that some recent label-correcting approaches run considerably faster than the original Bellman-Ford algorithm and even outperform label-setting algorithms on certain data sets. So far, no profound average-case analysis has been given to explain the observed effects. A striking example in this respect is the shortest-paths algorithm of Pape [55] ; despite of exponential worst-case time it performs very well on real-world data like road graphs.
We would like to note that faster sequential SSSP algorithms exist for special graph classes with arbitrary nonnegative edge weights, e.g., there is a linear-time approach for planar graphs [41] . The algorithm uses graph decompositions based on separators that may have size up to O(n 1−ε ). Hence, it may in principle be applied to a much broader class of graphs than planar graphs if just a suitable decomposition can be found in linear time. The algorithm does not require the bit manipulating features of the RAM model and works for directed graphs, thus it remains appealing even after Thorup's linear-time RAM algorithm for arbitrary undirected graphs. Another example for a "well-behaved" input class are graphs with constant tree width; they allow for a linear-time SSSP algorithm as well [5] .
Random edge weights
Average-case analysis of shortest-paths algorithms mainly focused on the All-Pairs Shortest-Paths (APSP) problem on either the complete graph or random graphs with Ω(n · log n) edges and random edge weights [9, 26, 40, 49, 63] . Average-case running times of O(n 2 · log n) as compared to worst-case cubic bounds are obtained by virtue of an initial pruning step: if L denotes a bound on the maximum shortest-path weight, then the algorithms discard insignificant edges of weight larger than L; they will not be part of the final solution. Subsequently, the APSP is solved on the reduced graph. For the inputs considered above, the reduced graph contains O(n · log n) edges on the average. This pruning idea does not work on sparse random graphs, let alone arbitrary graphs with random edge weights.
Another pruning method was explored by Sedgewick and Vitter [62] for the averagecase analysis of the One-Pair Shortest-Paths (OPSP) problem on random geometric graphs G d n (r). Graphs of the class G d n (r) are constructed as follows: n nodes are randomly placed in a d-dimensional unit cube, and each edge weight equals the Euclidean distance between the two involved nodes. An edge (u, v) is included if the Euclidean distance between u and v does not exceed the parameter r ∈ [0, 1]. Random geometric graphs have been intensively studied since they are considered to be a relevant abstraction for many real world situations [14, 62] . Assuming that the source node s and target node t are positioned in opposite corners of the cube, Sedgewick and Vitter showed that the OPSP algorithm can restrict itself to nodes and edges being "close" to the diagonal between s and t, thus obtaining average-case running-time O(n).
Mehlhorn and Priebe [45] proved that for the complete graph with random edge weights every SSSP algorithm has to check at least Ω(n · log n) edges with high probability. Noshita [53] and Goldberg and Tarjan [35] analyzed the expected number of decrease_Key operations in Dijkstra's algorithm; the time bound, however, does not improve on the worstcase complexity of the algorithm.
Meyer and Sanders [48] gave a label-correcting algorithm for arbitrary directed graphs with independent random edge weights in [0, 1]. The algorithm runs in average-case time
, where d denotes the maximum node degree in the graph and L denotes the maximum shortest-path weight. However, there are graphs where
; in that case the algorithm requires Ω(n 2 ) time on average.
Our contribution
We develop a new sequential SSSP approach, which adaptively splits buckets of an approximate priority-queue data-structure, thus building a bucket hierarchy. The new SSSP approach comes in two versions, SP-S and SP-C, following either the label-setting (SP-S) or the label-correcting (SP-C) paradigm. Our method is the first that provably achieves linear O(n + m) average-case execution time on arbitrary directed graphs.
In order to facilitate easy exposition, we assume random edge weights chosen according to the uniform distribution on [0, 1], independently of each other. In fact, the result can be shown for much more general random edge weights in case the distribution of edge weights "is linear" in a neighborhood of zero. Furthermore, the proof for the average-case time-bound of SP-S does not require the edge weights to be independent. If, however, independence is given, then the linear-time bound for SP-S even holds with high probability.
The worst-case times of the basic algorithms SP-S and SP-C are O(n · m) and O(n · m · log n), respectively. Furthermore, running any other SSSP algorithm with worstcase time T (n, m) "in parallel" with either SP-S or SP-C, we can always obtain a combined approach featuring linear average-case time and O(T (n, m)) worst-case time.
Our result immediately yields an O(n 2 + n · m) average-case time algorithm for APSP, thus improving upon the best previous bounds on sparse directed graphs. Further extensions, especially towards parallel SSSP, are provided in [47] .
SSSP algorithm
Average-case time Bellman-Ford algorithm [3, 21] Ω(n 4/3−ε ) Pallottino's Incremental Graph algorithm [54] Ω(n 4/3−ε ) Basic Topological Ordering algorithm [34] Ω(n 4/3−ε ) Threshold algorithm [29] [30] [31] Ω(n · log n/ log log n) ABI-Dijkstra [6] Ω(n · log n/ log log n) ∆-Stepping [48] Ω(n · √ log n/ log log n) Finally, we present a general method to construct sparse input graphs with random edge weights for which several label-correcting SSSP algorithms require superlinear averagecase running-time: we consider the "Bellman-Ford algorithm" [3, 21] , "Pallottino's Incremental Graph algorithm" [54] , the "Threshold approach" by Glover et al. [29] [30] [31] , the basic version of the "Topological Ordering SSSP algorithm" by Goldberg and Radzik [34] , the "Approximate Bucket implementation" of Dijkstra's algorithm (ABI-Dijkstra) [6] , and its refinement, the "∆-Stepping algorithm" [48] . The obtained lower bounds are summarized in Fig. 6 . It is worth mentioning that the constructed graphs contain only O(n) edges, thus maximizing the performance gap as compared to our new approaches with linear average-case time.
Preliminary accounts of our results on sequential SSSP have appeared in [46, 48] . Subsequently, Goldberg [32, 33] obtained the linear-time average-case bound for arbitrary directed graphs as well. He proposes a quite simple alternative algorithm based on radix heaps. For integer edge weights in {1, . . ., M}, where M is reasonably small, it achieves improved worst-case running-time O(n · log C + m), where C M denotes the ratio between the largest and the smallest edge weight in G. However, for real weights in [0, 1] as used in our analysis, the value of C may be arbitrarily large.
Even though Goldberg's algorithm is different from our methods, some underlying ideas are the same. Inspired by his paper we managed to streamline some proofs for SP-S, thus simplifying its analysis and making it more appealing. However, more involved proofs as those in [46, 48] are still necessary for the analysis of the label-correcting version SP-C.
Simple bucket structures
Dial's implementation
Many SSSP labeling algorithms-including our new approaches-are based on keeping the set of candidate nodes Q in a data structure with buckets. This technique was already used in Dial's implementation [12] In the following we will also use the term current bucket, B cur , for the first nonempty bucket. Once B cur = B[k] becomes empty, the algorithm has to change the current bucket. As shown in Lemma 4, the smallest Fig. 7 . Impact of the bucket width ∆. The drawing shows the contents of the bucket structure for ABI-Dijkstra running on a little sample graph. If ∆ is chosen too small then the algorithm spends many iterations with traversing empty buckets. On the other hand, taking ∆ too large causes overhead due to node rescans: in our example, the node q is rescanned several times. Choosing ∆ = 0.8 gives rise to 27 edge relaxations, whereas taking ∆ = 0.1 results in just 12 edge relaxations but more iterations.
tentative distance among all labeled nodes in Q never decreases in the case of nonnegative edge weights. Therefore, the new current bucket can be identified by sequentially checking
. ., until the next nonempty bucket is found.
Buckets are implemented as doubly linked lists so that inserting or deleting a node, finding a bucket for a given tentative distance and skipping an empty bucket can be done in constant time. Still, in the worst case, Dial's implementation has to traverse C · (n − 1) + 1 buckets. However, by reusing empty buckets cyclically, space for only C + 1 buckets is needed.
Buckets of fixed width
Dial's implementation associates one concrete tentative distance with each bucket. Alternatively, a whole interval of tentative distances may be mapped onto a single bucket: node v ∈ Q is kept in the bucket with index tent(v)/∆ . The parameter ∆ is called the bucket width.
Let λ denote the smallest edge weight in the graph. Dinitz [16] and Denardo and Fox [10] demonstrated that a label-setting algorithm is easily obtained if λ > 0: taking ∆ λ, all nodes in B cur have reached their final distance; this is an immediate consequence of either Criterion 7 or Lemma 8 using the lower bound
. Therefore, these nodes can be scanned in arbitrary order.
Choosing ∆ > λ either requires to repeatedly find a node with smallest tentative distance in B cur or results in a label-correcting algorithm: in the latter case it may be needed to rescan nodes from B cur if they have been previously scanned with nonfinal distance value. This variant is also known as the "Approximate Bucket implementation of Dijkstra's algorithm" [6] (ABI-Dijkstra) where the nodes of the current bucket are scanned in FIFO order. The choice of the bucket width has a crucial impact on the overall performance of ABI-Dijkstra. On the one hand, the bucket width should be small in order to limit the number of node rescans. On the other hand, setting ∆ very small may result in too many buckets. Figure 7 depicts the tradeoff between these two parameters.
Sometimes, there is no good compromise for ∆: in Section 8.4.1 we will provide a graph class with O(n) edges and random edge weights, where each fixed choice of ∆ forces ABIDijkstra into superlinear average-case running time. Therefore, our new SSSP approaches change the bucket width adaptively.
The new algorithms
Preliminaries
In this section we present our new algorithms, called SP-S for the label-setting version and SP-C for the label-correcting version. For ease of exposition we assume real edge weights from the interval [0, 1]; any input with nonnegative edge weights meets this requirement after proper scaling. The algorithms keep the candidate node set Q in a bucket hierarchy B: they begin with an array L 0 at level 0. L 0 contains n buckets, B 0,0 , . . . , B 0,n−1 , each of which has width ∆ 0 = 2 −0 = 1. The starting node s is put into the bucket B 0,0 with tent(s) = 0. Bucket B 0,j , 0 j < n, represents tentative distances in the range [j, j + 1).
Our algorithms may extend the initial bucket structure by creating new levels (and later removing them again). Thus, beside the initial n buckets of the first level, they may create new buckets. All buckets of level i have equal width ∆ i , where ∆ i = 2 −l for some integer l i. The array L i+1 at level i + 1 refines a single bucket B i,k of the array L i at level i. This means that the range of tentative distances [x, x + ∆ i ) associated with B i,k is divided over the buckets of L i+1 as follows: if L i+1 contains κ i+1 = ∆ i /∆ i+1 2 buckets then B i+1,j , 0 j < κ i+1 keeps nodes with tentative distances in the range
. Since level i + 1 covers the range of some single bucket of level i we also say that level i + 1 has total level width ∆ i .
The level with the largest index i is also referred to as the topmost or highest level. The height of the bucket hierarchy denotes the number of levels, i.e., initially it has height one. The first or leftmost nonempty bucket of an array L i denotes the bucket B i,k where k is maximal with B i,j = ∅ for all 0 j < k. Within the bucket hierarchy B, the current bucket B cur always refers to the leftmost nonempty bucket in the highest level.
Our algorithms generate a new topmost level i + 1 by splitting the current bucket B cur = B i,k of width ∆ i at level i. When a node v contained in B i,k is moved to its respective bucket in the new level then we say that v is lifted. After all nodes have been removed from B i,k , the leftmost nonempty bucket in the new topmost level has to be identified as the new current bucket.
The common framework
After initializing the buckets of level zero, setting B cur := B 0,0 , and inserting s into B cur , our algorithms SP-S and SP-C work in phases. It turns out that each phase will settle at least one node, i.e., it scans at least one node with final distance value. A phase first identifies the new current bucket B cur . Then it inspects the nodes in it, and takes a preliminary decision whether B cur should be split or not.
If not, then the algorithms scan all nodes contained in B cur simultaneously; 4 we will denote this operation by SCAN_ALL(B cur ). We call this step of the algorithm regular node scanning. As a result, B cur is first emptied but it may be refilled due to the edge relaxations of SCAN_ALL(B cur ). This marks the regular end of the phase. If after a regular phase all buckets of the topmost level are empty, then this level is removed. The algorithms stop after level zero is removed.
Otherwise, i.e., if B cur should be split, then the algorithms first identify a node set U 1 ∪ U 2 ⊆ B cur (see Fig. 8 ) whose labels are known to have reached their final distance values. Then all these nodes are scanned, denoted by SCAN_ALL(U 1 ∪ U 2 ). This step of the algorithm is called early node scanning. It removes U 1 ∪ U 2 from B cur but may also insert additional nodes into it due to edge relaxations. If B cur remains nonempty after SCAN_ALL(U 1 ∪ U 2 ) then the new level is actually created and the remaining nodes of B cur are lifted to their respective buckets of the newly created level. The phase is over; in that case we say that the phase found an early end. If, however, the new level was not created after all (because B cur became empty after SCAN_ALL(U 1 ∪ U 2 )) then the phase still ended regularly.
SP-S (* SP-C *)
Create L 0 , initialize tent(·), and insert s into B 0,0 i := 0, ∆ i := 1 while i 0 do while nonempty bucket exists in L i do repeat regular := true /* Begin of a new phase */ j : (Fig. 1) to sets of nodes.
Different splitting criteria
The label-setting version SP-S and the label-correcting version SP-C only differ in the bucket splitting criterion. Consider a current bucket B cur . SP-S splits B cur until it contains a single node v; by then tent(v) = dist(v). If there is more than one node in B cur then the current bucket is split into two new buckets; compare Fig. 8 .
In contrast, adaptive splitting in SP-C is applied to achieve a compromise between either scanning too many narrow buckets or incurring too many node rescans due to broad buckets: let d * denote the maximum node degree (sum of in-degree plus out-degree) among all nodes in B cur at the topmost level i. For the label-correcting version SP-C, the invariant can be refined as follows: In the following we will collect some more observations concerning the current bucket.
The current bucket
The algorithms stay with the same current bucket B cur = B i,j until it is split or finally becomes empty after a phase. Then a new current bucket must be found: the leftmost nonempty bucket of the topmost level. Thus, the following invariant is maintained.
Invariant 11.
When a phase of SP-S or SP-C starts then the current bucket B cur contains a candidate node with smallest tentative distance. Furthermore, if some node v ∈ Q is contained in B cur , then any node u ∈ Q having tent(u) tent(v) is contained in B cur as well. This is easily seen by induction: initially, the nodes with the smallest tentative distances reside in the leftmost nonempty bucket of level zero; i.e., in B cur . By the monotonicity property (Lemma 4) the smallest tentative distance in Q never decreases. Therefore, if B cur = B 0,j becomes empty after a phase, then the next nonempty bucket can be found by linear search to the right, i.e., testing B 0,j +1 , B 0,j +2 , . . . . When level i + 1 comes into existence then it inherits the tentative distance range and the nonscanned nodes from the single bucket B cur at level i. After lifting, the nodes with smallest tentative distances are found in the leftmost nonempty bucket of level i + 1, thus maintaining the invariant.
Identifying B cur at the new level i + 1 is done by linear search again, this time starting from the leftmost bucket of array L i+1 , B i+1,0 . Subsequent searches for B cur on the topmost level i + 1 continue from the previous current bucket of level i + 1. In case there is no further nonempty bucket on the topmost level then this level is removed and the search continues at the first nonsplit bucket of the previous level, if any. Altogether we can summarize the crucial points about identifying the current bucket as follows:
Observation 12. Let t be the total number of newly created buckets. Keeping track of the current bucket can be done in O(n + t) time.
Progress of the algorithms
We continue with some observations concerning the efficiency of the scan operations. A further remark is in order concerning the IN-criterion.
Remark 15.
Our algorithms may lift a node v several times. In that situation, a naive method to check whether v belongs to the set U 2 might repeatedly read the weights of all edges into v and recompute the minimum. This can result in a considerable overhead if the in-degree of v is large and v is lifted many times. Therefore, it is better to determine the smallest incoming edge weight of each node once and for all during the initialization. This preprocessing takes O(n + m) time; the result can be stored in an extra array. Afterwards, each check whether a node v belongs to U 2 or not can be done in constant time by a lookup in the extra array.
In the following we turn to the number of phases.
Lemma 16. Each phase of SP-S or SP-C settles at least one node.
Proof. By Invariant 11, B cur contains a candidate node v with smallest tentative distance. Furthermore, according to Lemma 6, tent(v) = dist(v). A phase with regular end scans all nodes contained in B cur , hence v will be settled. In case of an early phase end, v belongs to the set U 1 . Therefore, it is scanned in that case, too. ✷ At most min{n, m} nodes are reachable from the source node s. Consequently, the algorithms require at most min{n, m} phases. Each phase causes at most one splitting. As for SP-S, each splitting creates at most two new buckets. Hence, we immediately obtain the following simple upper bounds. Proof. Within the bucket hierarchy, nodes can only be moved upwards, i.e., to levels with higher indices. This is obvious for SP-S; in the case of SP-C, note that a rescanned node can only reappear in the same B cur it was previously removed from, or in one of its refining buckets on higher levels. Thus, each node can be lifted at most h − 1 times. 
Target-bucket searches
We still have to specify how the SCAN_ALL procedure works in the bucket hierarchy. For the relaxation of an edge e = (u, v) it is necessary to find the appropriate target bucket that is in charge of the decreased tent(v): either B cur or a so far unvisited nonsplit bucket. The target bucket search can be done by a simple bottom-up search: for t = tent(v), the search starts in the array L 0 and checks whether the bucket B 0 = [b 0 , b 0 + ∆ 0 ) = [ t , t + 1) has already been split or not. In the latter case, v is moved into B 0 , otherwise the search continues in the array L 1 and checks
Each level can be checked in constant time. In the worst case all levels of the current bucket hierarchy must be examined, i.e., at most n levels for SP-S (Corollary 17), and at most log 2 n + 2 levels for SP-C (Lemma 18); see also This concludes our collection of basic observations. In the next sections we will combine these partial results in order to obtain performance bounds for SP-S and SP-C.
Performance of the label-setting version SP-S
In this section we will first prove that SP-S has worst-case time O(n · m). Then we show that it runs in linear O(n + m) time on the average. Finally, we prove that this bound also holds with high probability.
Initializing global arrays for tentative distances, level zero buckets, and pointers to the queued nodes and storing the lightest incoming edge for each node (Remark 15) can clearly be done in O(n + m) time for both algorithms SP-S and SP-C. By Lemma 16, there are at most n phases, each of which requires constant time for setting control variables, etc. The remaining costs of SP-S account for the following operations. As for (a), we have seen before that SP-S performs label-setting (Corollary 14); each node is scanned at most once. Consequently, each edge is relaxed at most once, as well. By Corollary 17, the bucket hierarchy for SP-S contains at most n levels. Therefore, Lemma 21 implies that the total number of levels checked during all relaxations is bounded by
Concerning (b), we know from Corollary 17 that the algorithm creates at most
new buckets. Traversing and finally removing them can be done in time linear in the number of buckets; also compare Observation 12. Identifying the sets U 1 and U 2 during a split takes time linear in the number of nodes in the split bucket. Each of these nodes is either early scanned or lifted right after the split. Hence, the constant time share to check whether such a node belongs to U 1 ∪ U 2 can be added to its respective scan or lift operation. Finally, the upper bound for (c) follows from Lemma 19 and Corollary 20 where h n, and at most min{n, m} nodes are reachable from s: SP-S performs at most min min{n, m} · n,
lift operations. Combining the bounds above immediately yields the following result.
Theorem 23. SP-S needs O(min{n · m, n + m + e∈E log 2 (1/c(e)) }) time.
In the following we will consider the average-case behavior of SP-S.
Average-case complexity of SP-S
In this and the following sections we will frequently use basic facts from probability theory. An introduction to the probabilistic analysis of algorithms can be found in [19, 20, 37, 51, 61] .
Theorem 24. On arbitrary directed networks with random edge weights that are uniformly drawn from [0, 1], SP-S runs in O(n + m) average-case time; independence of the random edge weights is not needed.
Proof. Define X e := log 2 (1/c(e)) . By Theorem 23, SP-S runs in O(n + m + e∈E X e ) time. Hence, it is sufficient to bound the expected value of e∈E X e . Due to the linearity of expectation we have E[ e∈E X e ] = e∈E E[X e ]. By the uniform distribution,
for any edge e ∈ E. Therefore, E[ e∈E X e ] = O(m). ✷ Note once more that Theorem 24 does not require the random edge weights to be independent. However, if they are independent then the result even holds with high probability. This can be shown with a concentration result for the sum of independent, geometrically distributed random variables. 
Proof. In [59] it is shown how (6) can be derived from the Chernoff bounds [7, 39] below. ✷ Lemma 26 (Chernoff bounds [7, 39] ). Let X 1 , . . . , X k be independent binary random variables.
Then it holds for all δ > 0 that
Furthermore, it holds for all 0 < δ < 1 that
After having presented these basic tools, we come back to the high-probability bound for SP-S.
Theorem 27. SP-S requires O(n + m) time with high probability on arbitrary directed networks with random independent edge weights uniformly drawn from
Proof. Define X e := log 2 (1/c(e)) . As in the case of Theorem 24, we have to bound e∈E X e . Note that P[X e = i] = (1/2) i , i.e., X e is a geometrically distributed random variable with parameter p e = 1/2. Furthermore, E[X e ] = 2. Hence, we can use formula (6) with δ = 1, p = 1/2, and µ = 2 · m to see 
Immediate extensions
This section deals with a few simple extensions for SP-S: in particular, we consider a larger class of distribution functions for the random edge weights, sketch how to improve the worst-case performance, and identify implications for the All-Pairs Shortest-Paths problem.
Other edge weight distributions
Theorem 24 does not only hold for random edge weights uniformly distributed in [0, 1]: from its proof it is obvious that any distribution function for the random edge weights satisfying
is sufficient. The edge weights may be dependent, and even different distribution functions for different edge weights are allowed.
The uniform distribution in [0, 1] is just a special case of the following much more general class: let us assume 0 c(e) 1 has a distribution function F e with the properties that F e (0) = 0 and that F e (0) is bounded from above by a positive constant. These properties imply that F e can be bounded from above as follows: there is an integer constant α 1 so that for all 0 x 2 −α , F e (x) 2 α · x. Let Y e be a random variable that is uniformly distributed in [0, 2 −α ]. For all 0 x 1, P[c(e) x] P[Y e x] = min{2 α · x, 1}. Consequently, for all integers i 1,
Thus,
Other splitting criteria
If the current bucket B cur contains b * > 1 nodes at the beginning of a phase then SP-S splits B cur into two new buckets. Actually, SP-S still runs in linear average-case time if B cur is split into O(b * ) buckets: in that case the total number of newly generated buckets over the whole execution of SP-S is linear in the total number of nodes plus the total number of lift operations, i.e., O(n + m) on the average.
Improved worst-case bounds
The worst-case time Θ(n · m) can be trivially avoided by monitoring the actual resource usage of SP-S and starting the computation from scratch with Dijkstra's algorithm after SP-S has consumed Θ(n · log n + m) operations. Similarly, SP-S can be combined with other algorithms in order to obtain improved worst-case bounds for nonnegative integer edge weights [58] .
All-pairs shortest-paths
Solving SSSP for each source node separately is the most obvious All-Pairs ShortestPaths algorithm. For sparse graphs, this strategy is very efficient. In fact, SP-S implies that the APSP problem on arbitrary directed graphs can be solved in O(n 2 + n · m) time on the average. This is optimal if m = O(n). All previously known average-case bounds for APSP were in ω(n 2 ).
Performance of the label-correcting version SP-C
In analogy to Section 6, we first consider the worst-case complexity of SP-C. We give a simple proof for the O(n·m·log n)-bound and then continue with a more detailed treatment of the number of node scans. Subsequently, we turn to the average-case running time. . By Lemma 16, there are at most n phases, each of which settles at least one node. Therefore, even though nodes may be rescanned, no node is scanned more than n times. That implies that altogether at most n · m edges are relaxed. Due to h = O(log n), the target-bucket search for each relaxation requires at most O(log n) time. Hence, SP-C runs in O(n · m · log n) time in the worst-case. ✷
In the following we will have a closer look at the number of scan operations.
The number of node scans
Each node v that is reachable from the source node s will be inserted into the bucket structure B and scanned at least once. Recall from the description of the algorithms in Section 5.2 that there are regular node scans and early node scans; for an early scan of v, the IN-criterion (Lemma 8) ensures tent(v) = dist(v). A re-insertion of v into B occurs if v was previously scanned with nonfinal distance value tent(v), and now the relaxation of an edge into v reduces tent(v). A re-insertion of v later triggers a rescan of v from some current bucket involving re-relaxations of v's outgoing edges. We distinguish local rescans of v, i.e., v is removed and rescanned for the same current bucket from which it was removed and scanned before, and nonlocal rescans of v, where v is rescanned after removing it from a different current bucket. Proof. By Invariant 10, the very first regular scan of node v (if any) takes place when v resides in a current bucket B i 0 having bucket width ∆ i 0 2 − log 2 d . We first discuss nonlocal rescans.
Lemma 29 (Number of scan operations). Let v ∈ V be an arbitrary node with degree d 1 and in-degree
Node v can only be rescanned for another current bucket after v moved upwards in the bucket hierarchy. As there are at most log 2 n + 2 levels, this can happen at most log 2 n + 1 times. The new current buckets cover smaller and smaller ranges of tentative distances: the kth nonlocal rescan of v implies that v was previously (re-) scanned concerning some current bucket B i k−1 having bucket width ∆ i k−1 2 − log 2 d −k+1 whereas it is now rescanned for a new current bucket Let V S ⊆ V denote the set of nodes that were scanned and settled before phase t; note that V S contains all nodes with dist( · ) < b. Finally, let V B ⊆ V \ V S be the set of nodes contained in B cur when the phase t starts. All nodes in V B have degree at most 2 i , i.e., they belong to G i . Furthermore, as long as the algorithm scans nodes and B cur is neither split nor emptied, the algorithm keeps exploring paths in G i , starting from the nodes in V B .
Let us fix a path P = v t , v t +1 , . . . , v t = v whose exploration causes the last rescan of v from B cur in phase t with tentative distance z: node v j , t j t , is scanned in phase j ; therefore,
In fact, P must be a simple path in G i ; otherwise-due to nonnegative edge weightsv would already have been scanned in some phase j < t with tent j (v) = z, thus contradicting our observation that tent j (v) > tent t (v) . Therefore, v can be reached from the nodes v t , . . . , v t −1 in G i along paths of weight less than 2 −i , i.e., v t , . . .
Since there are at most t − t local rescans of v from B cur their number is bounded by |C v i |.
The discussion above easily implies that k subsequent regular scan phases for B cur require at least one simple path in G i having k − 1 edges and total weight at most 2 −i . Hence, there are at most D(G i ) + 1 regular scan phases for this current bucket.
After having dealt with local rescans of node v from one particular current bucket of width 2 −i , we can easily bound the total number of local rescans of node v: the first local rescan of v (if any) takes place in a current bucket of width 2 −i 0 , where i 0 log 2 d . Lemmas 19, 21, 29 , and 29, respectively. SP-C runs in time
Corollary 30. Let L(v), R(v, w), S N (v), and S L (v) be defined as in
O n + m + v∈V L(v) + 1 + S N (v) + S L (v) · 1 + w∈FS(v), w =v R(v, w) .(12)
Average-case complexity of SP-C
This section serves to establish an average-case bound on the running time of SP-C under the assumption of independent random edge weights that are uniformly drawn from [0, 1]. According to Corollary 30 it is sufficient to find an upper bound for
R(v, w) .
Due to the linearity of expectation we can concentrate on the terms E[L(v)] and 
Now we will show the following inequalities: For any node v ∈ V and any edge (v, w) ∈ E we have
After inserting these inequalities in (14), we immediately obtain
Theorem 31. On arbitrary directed networks with random edge weights that are independent and uniformly drawn from [0, 1], SP-C runs in O(n + m) average-case time.
In the remainder we prove the inequalities mentioned above. c(e j ) ) . By inequality (5), we have c(v, w) 
Lemma 32. Let L(v) and R(v, w) be defined as in Lemmas 19 and 21, respectively. For any node v ∈ V and any edge (v, w) ∈ E, we have E[L(v)] 2 · degree(v) and
E[R(v, w)] 3.
Proof. For L(v), consider a reachable node v ∈ V with in-degree
Due to the uniform edge weight distribution we have
Before we show the last missing inequality, E[S L (v)] 2 · e , we first prove that long paths with small total weight are unlikely for random edge weights. This observation will be used to bound E[S L (v)] in Lemma 35. In the following, a path without repeated edges and total weight at most ∆ will be called a ∆-path.
Lemma 34. Let P be a path of l nonrepeated edges with independent and uniformly distributed edge weights in [0, 1]. The probability that P is a ∆-path equals ∆ l /l! for ∆ 1.
Proof. Let X i denote the weight of the ith edge on the path. The total weight of the path is then l i=1 X i . We prove by induction over l that P[
if l = 1 then due to the uniform distribution the probability that a single edge weight is at most ∆ 1 is given by ∆ itself:
is true for some l 1. In order to prove the result for a path of l + 1 edges, we split the path into a first part of l edges and a second part of one edge. For a total path weight of at most ∆, we have to consider all combinations for 0 z ∆ 1 so that the first part of l edges has weight at most ∆ − z and the second part (one edge) has weight z. Thus,
Proof.
Recall that G i denotes the subgraph of G that is induced by all vertices with degree at most 2 i . Furthermore, for any v ∈ G i , C v i denotes the set of nodes u ∈ G i that are connected to v by a simple directed path u, . . . , v in G i of total weight at most 2 −i . For
Since all nodes in G i have degree at most 2 i , no more than d · (2 i ) (l−1) simple paths of l edges each enter node v in G i . Taking into account the probability that these paths are
Hence, by now we have provided the missing pieces in order to show that SP-C runs in linear time on the average (Theorem 31).
As already mentioned in Section 6.2 for SP-S, SP-C can keep track of the actual resource usage: after Θ(n · log n + m) operations it may abort and start the computation from scratch with Dijkstra's algorithm. Thus, the worst-case total execution time is limited by O(n · log n + m) while the linear average-case bound is still preserved.
So far we have given upper bounds on the average-case complexity of some sequential SSSP algorithms. In the following section we will provide superlinear lower bounds on the average-case running time of certain SSSP algorithms.
Lower bounds
Looking at the average-case performance of the sequential SSSP approaches considered so far, one might conclude that random edge weights automatically result in good algorithmic performance. Limitations for simple algorithms like ABI-Dijkstra as seen for graph classes with high maximum degree d might be artifacts of a poor analysis. For example, up to now we have not excluded that taking a bucket width Ω(1/d) for ABIDijkstra would still reasonably bound the overhead for node rescans while the resulting reduction of the number of buckets to be traversed might facilitate linear average-case time. In this section we tackle questions of that kind. We provide graph classes with random edge weights that force a number of well-known label-correcting SSSP algorithms into superlinear average-case time.
Worst-case inputs for label-correcting algorithms are usually based on the following principle: Paths with a few edges are found earlier but longer paths have smaller total weights and hence lead to improvements on the tentative distances. Each such improvement triggers a node rescan (and potentially many edge re-relaxations), which eventually make the computation expensive. We shall elucidate this strategy for the Bellman-Ford algorithm.
The shortest-paths algorithm of Bellman and Ford [3, 21] , BF for short, is the classical label-correcting approach. It maintains the set of labeled nodes in a FIFO queue Q. The next node v to be scanned is removed from the head of the queue; a node w / ∈ Q whose tentative distance is reduced after the relaxation of the edge (v, w) is appended to the tail of the queue; if w already belongs to Q then it will not be appended. We define a round of BF by induction: the initialization, during which the source node is added to Q, is round zero. For i > 0, round i scans the nodes that were added to the queue during round i − 1.
Fixed edge weights
Now we explicitly construct a difficult input graph class with fixed edge weights for BF; see Fig. 11 for a concrete instance. Let us call the class G BF (n, r). The shortest path from the single source s = v 0 to the node q = v r is given by P = v 0 , v 1 , . . . , v r−1 , v r . Each edge on P has weight one. Furthermore, there are edges (v i , q), 0 i < r, having weight c(v i , q) = 2 · (r − i) − 1. Let us assume that these edges appear first in the adjacency lists Fig. 11 . Difficult input graph G BF (10, 4) with fixed edge weights. It causes the Bellman-Ford algorithm to scan node q four times.
of their respective source nodes. Finally, q has n − r − 1 outgoing edges to nodes that are not part of P. Hence, for any choice of r, G BF (n, r) consists of at most 2 · n edges.
For this graph class, BF shows the following behavior: at the beginning of round i, 1 i r − 1, the nodes v i and q are in Q with tent(q) = 2 · r − i and tent(v i ) = i, respectively. Due to the order of the adjacency lists and the FIFO processing, q will be scanned before v i in round i. Scanning v i first reduces tent(q) to i + 2 · (r − i) − 1 = 2 · r − i − 1, thus adding q to Q again; then the node scan of v i also relaxes the edge (v i , v i+1 ), hence reducing tent(v i+1 ) to i + 1. However, since the edge (v i , v i+1 ) is relaxed after the edge (v i , q), the node v i+1 is appended to Q after q is already in Q again. This maintains the malicious setting for the next round. Altogether, q is scanned r times. Each scan of q relaxes all its n − r − 1 outgoing edges. If we choose r = n/2, then BF performs Ω(n 2 ) operations for this graph with O(n) edges with fixed weights.
For random edge weights it is unlikely that a given long path has a small total path weight (e.g., compare Lemma 34 for paths of total weight at most 1). Moreover, the expected path weight is linear in the number of edges. In fact, if we replace the fixed edge weights in the graph class above by random edge weights then the expected number of rescans of q is constant and therefore the expected time for BF is linear in that case.
Emulating fixed edge weights
Our main idea for the construction of difficult graphs with random edge weights is to emulate single edges e i having fixed weight by whole subgraphs S i with random edge weights. Each S i contains exactly one source s i and one sink t i . Furthermore, the subgraphs are pairwise edge-disjoint and can only share sources and sinks. Each subgraph S i is built by a chain of so-called (u, v, k)-gadgets. 
The distribution function for the shortest path weight in a (u, v, 2)-gadget is given by
Finally,
denotes the derivative of W (z). A simple calculation yields
Large fixed edge weights are emulated by chains of l 1 gadgets, each of which has blow-up factor one. Smaller fixed weights are emulated using either fewer gadgets or higher blow-up factors for a fraction of the gadgets in their respective subgraphs. If we take the parameter l large enough then the actual shortest path weights in the chain subgraphs of gadgets will just slightly deviate from their expected values with high probability. In case the gradations between these expected values are much higher than the deviations then the emulated behavior will be as desired. Fig. 12 . An instance of the graph class G L (n, ε) with random edge weights; it is designed to cause large average-case running-times for label-correcting SSSP algorithms of the list class.
Inputs for algorithms of the list class
Now we provide a concrete conversion example, which works for several SSSP labelcorrecting algorithms that apply simple list data-structures (like FIFO queues), among them the Bellman-Ford algorithm. As a basis we use the input class G BF (n, r) with fixed edge weights of Fig. 11 . Let 0 < ε < 1/3 be some arbitrary constant. The new input class with random edge weights-called G L (n, ε)-is derived as follows: the fixed-weight edges entering the node q in G BF (n, r) are replaced by r = n 1/3−ε subgraphs S i , 0 i < r, each of which consists of a chain with l = n 2/3 gadgets. More specifically, S i contains (i · n 1/3+ε ) (· , · , 2)-gadgets whereas the remaining l − i · n 1/3+ε gadgets in S i have blowup factor one. Altogether this accounts for n 1−ε gadgets, that is at most 4 · n 1−ε nodes and edges. Each S i is reachable from s along a chain of i + 1 auxiliary edges; one further edge connects each S i to q. Thus, the shortest path P i from s to q through S i comprises 2 · n 2/3 + i + 2 edges. Figure 12 shows the principle. All these auxiliary edges account for at most another 3 · n 1/3−ε nodes and edges in the graph. Finally, q has outgoing edges to the remaining Θ(n) nodes of the graph. Hence, G L (n, ε) consists of Θ(n) edges. Similarly to G BF (n, r), the adjacency lists of the nodes s = v 0 , v 1 , . . . , v r−1 are ordered in a way that the edge (v i , S i ) is relaxed first when v i is scanned.
Let W i be the random variable denoting the weight of the shortest path P i from s to q through S i in G L (n, ε). Due to the auxiliary edges that connect S i with s, we find
We will make use of yet another variant of the Chernoff bounds in order to show that W i > W i+1 with high probability.
Lemma 38 [18, 42] . Let the random variables X 1 , . . . , X n be independent, with a k X k b k for each k, for some arbitrary reals a k , b k . Let X = k X k . Then for any t 0,
Lemma 39. Let W be the event that the random variables W i for the weight of the shortest path
For every constant 0 < ε < 1/3 and sufficiently large n, W holds with probability at least 1 − e −n ε .
Proof. Lemma 38 is applied as follows: for n 8, W i is the sum of n 2/3 + i + 2 2 · n 2/3 independent random variables: n 2/3 random variables for the shortest-path distances of the respective n 2/3 gadgets in S i , and i + 2 random variables for the weights of the external edges that connect S i with s and q. Each of these random variables takes values in the interval [0, 2]. Thus,
, with probability at least 1 − 2 · n 1/3−ε · e −4·n ε 1 − e −n ε for n → ∞. We still have to check
If the event W holds, then we have achieved our main emulation goal: paths from s to q of larger size (i.e., more edges) have smaller total weight. In the following we study how some label-correcting algorithms perform on graphs from G L (n, ε) if W holds.
The Bellman-Ford algorithm
The graph class G L (n, ε) was derived from the input class G BF (n, r), which had been tuned to the Bellman-Ford algorithm. Therefore, most of the subsequent observations are simple consequences of the discussion in Section 8.1. If the event W of Lemma 39 holds then the following actions take place: The node q is first reached via the shortest path P 0 through the subgraph S 0 ; q will be queued. However, q will have been removed from the queue before the outgoing edge of the last node in S 1 will be relaxed. The relaxation via P 1 improves tent(q); therefore, q is queued again. After the removal of q, tent(q) is improved via P 2 , etc. Consequently, the node q is scanned r times. Each time q is scanned, its Θ(n) outgoing edges are relaxed. Thus, if W holds, then BF requires nonlinear Θ(n 4/3−ε ) operations on graphs from G L (n, ε). Proof. Follows immediately from the discussion above. ✷ Implementations of the BF algorithm often apply the so-called parent-checking heuristic: the outgoing edges of a node v in the queue are only relaxed if v's parent, u, concerning the current shortest path tree is not in the queue as well; otherwise tent(u) was recently improved and tent(v) is surely not final. Consequently, v is discarded from the queue.
The heuristic does not improve the performance of the Bellman-Ford algorithm on graphs from G L (n, ε): the only nodes affected by this heuristic are the successor nodes of q when tent(q) is improved. However, none of these nodes has outgoing edges; removing them from the queue is asymptotically as costly as scanning them.
The input class G L (n, ε) also yields poor performance on other SSSP label-correcting approaches belonging to the category of list algorithms. In the following we briefly consider two examples: the incremental graph algorithm of Pallottino [54] and the topological ordering algorithm of Goldberg and Radzik [34] .
The algorithms of Pallottino and Goldberg-Radzik
Pallottino's algorithm [54] -PAL for short-maintains two FIFO queues Q 1 and Q 2 . Labeled nodes that have been scanned at least once are stored in Q 1 whereas labeled nodes that have never been scanned are maintained in Q 2 . At any time, each node is in at most one queue. The next node to be scanned is removed from the head of Q 1 if this queue is not empty and from the head of Q 2 otherwise. Initially, Q 1 is empty and Q 2 holds the source node s. If tent(v) is reduced due a relaxation of the edge (u, v) while scanning u then v is only added to either Q 1 or Q 2 if it is currently not stored in any of them: if v was scanned before then it will be added to the tail of Q 1 , or to the tail of Q 2 otherwise. This approach has worst-case execution time O(n 2 · m) but performs very well on many practical inputs [6, 70] .
Due to the structure of our graph class G L (n, ε) the only nodes that can ever appear in queue Q 1 are the node q and its immediate successors. Similarly to the BF algorithm the FIFO queues in PAL enforce that q is reached via paths P i in order of increasing i. Since W 0 > W 1 > · · · > W r−1 whp, PAL frequently puts q into Q 1 and thus relaxes the Θ(n) outgoing edges of q before the computation carries on. Altogether PAL needs Θ(n 4/3−ε ) operations whp.
The algorithm of Goldberg and Radzik [34] , abbreviated GOR, maintains two sets of nodes, Q 1 and Q 2 , as well. Initially, Q 1 is empty and Q 2 contains the starting node. At the beginning of each round, the basic version of GOR builds Q 1 based on Q 2 and makes Q 2 the empty set. Q 1 is linearly ordered. During a round, the nodes from Q 1 are scanned according to this order; target nodes whose tentative distances are reduced by the scanning will be put into Q 2 . After Q 1 is empty it is refilled as follows: let Q be the set of nodes reachable from Q 2 via edges (u, v) in the subgraph G having reduced costs tent(u) + c(u, v) − tent(v) 0. Using depth first search, Q 1 is assigned the topologically sorted 5 set Q such that for every pair of nodes u and v in Q with (u, v) ∈ G , u precedes v in Q 1 . Thus, (u, v) will be relaxed before v is scanned from Q 1 .
An edge (u, v) ∈ E with tent(u) = ∞ and tent(v) = ∞ only belongs to G if c(u, v) = 0. Let W be the event that the input graph G L (n, ε) contains no edges with weight zero. For independent random edge weights uniformly drawn from [0, 1], W holds with probability 1. Given W , it is easily shown by induction that (1) in the kth round, GOR scans nodes that are reachable from s via paths of at most 2 · k edges; (2) the DFS search in G at the end of round k only finds nodes that can be reached from s in G L (n, ε) via paths of at most 2 · k + 2 edges.
If the event W of Lemma 39 and W hold then the node q of G L (n, ε) is scanned for the first time in round n 2/3 + 1, based on a path from s to q via S 0 having 2 · n 2/3 + 2 edges. The next better paths via S 1 and S 2 comprise 2 · n 2/3 + 3 edges and 2 · n 2/3 + 4 edges, respectively; thus, they are not discovered by the DFS search at the end of round n 2/3 . Therefore, the respective last nodes of S 1 and S 2 are not scanned before q in round n 2/3 +1. Similarly, a rescan of q during round n 2/3 + 1 + i is due to a path from s to q though S 2·i ; none of the better paths via S 2·i+1 , . . . , S r−1 has been found by the previous DFS searches. Thus, once q has been reached for the first time in round n 2/3 + 1, its Θ(n) outgoing edges will be re-relaxed during each of the next (r − 1)/2 phases again. We conclude that GOR requires Ω(n 4/3−ε ) operations if W and W hold, which happens with high probability.
Examples for algorithms with approximate priority queues
After having discussed difficult input graphs with random edge weights for some algorithms with simple list data structures in Section 8.3, we now turn to SSSP algorithms which apply some simple "approximate" priority queues.
Simple bucket approaches
Let us consider the sequential ∆-Stepping algorithm of [48] . It maintains a onedimensional array B of buckets where B[i] stores the set {v ∈ V : v is queued and tent(v) ∈ [i · ∆, (i + 1) · ∆)}. Similar to our new algorithms, the parameter ∆ is a positive real number, which is also called the "bucket width."
The ∆-Stepping approach distinguishes light edges and heavy edges: a light edge has weight at most ∆, the weight of a heavy edge is larger than ∆. In each phase, the algorithm scans all 6 nodes from the first nonempty bucket (i.e., the current bucket) and relaxes all light edges out of these nodes. The relaxation of heavy edges is not needed at this time since they can only result in tentative distances outside of the scope of the current bucket, i.e., they will not insert nodes into the current bucket. Once the current bucket finally becomes empty after a phase, all nodes in its distance range have been assigned their final distance values during the previous phase(s). Subsequently, all heavy edges emanating from these nodes are relaxed once and for all. Then the algorithm sequentially searches for the next nonempty bucket.
For maximum node degree d and maximum shortest-path weight L, the analysis in [48] showed that it is sufficient to take buckets of width ∆ = Θ(1/d) in order to limit the average-case overhead for node rescans and edge re-relaxations by O(n + m). However, To which extent can ∆ be increased in order to find an optimal compromise between the number of traversed buckets and the overhead due to node rescans?
In the following we will show that there are graphs with O(n) edges where any fixed bucket width ∆ results in Ω(n · √ log n/ log log n) operations on the average. This provides another motivation for the need of improved algorithms like the adaptive bucket splitting approaches SP-C and SP-S.
In principle, we would like to re-use the graph class G L (n, ε) of Section 8.3 in order to construct difficult inputs for the ∆-Stepping. But there, in order to deal with random deviations, single fixed edge weights had been emulated by long chains of n 2/3 gadgets with random edge weights; each chain accounted for a total path-weight of Θ(n 2/3 ) on the average. Our analysis for SP-C (and the ∆-Stepping), however, pointed out that node rescans can be attributed to paths of small total weight (at most ∆ 1). Therefore, we will design another input class for the ∆-Stepping, featuring short chains and gadgets with rapidly increasing blow-up factors. The following lemma bounds the probability that the shortest path weight of a single (u, v, k)-gadget deviates too much from its expected value.
Lemma 41. The shortest path weight between the nodes u and v in a
with probability at least 1 − 2/ ln 2 n for n 20. 
In order to show
let X i be a binary random variable such that
, and X i = 0 otherwise. Due to independent random edge weights, for n 20. Therefore, by Boole's inequality,
Lemma 41 is used in the construction of a difficult graph class for the ∆-Stepping algorithm.
Lemma 42.
There are input graphs with O(n) nodes and edges and random edge weights such that the ∆-Stepping algorithm requires Ω(n · √ log n/ log log n ) operations on the average, no matter how ∆ is chosen.
Proof. Consider the following graph class: from the starting node s to some node q with n/3 outgoing edges there are r chains C 1 , . . . , C r of gadgets. Node s is the entering node of the first gadget of each chain. Similarly, q is the leaving node of the last gadget of each chain. Chain C i , 1 i r, consists of i gadgets G i with blow-up factor k i = ln 6·i n each. Finally, a separate chainC of n/3 edges branches from node s as well; compare Fig. 13 .
Due toC, the average-case maximum shortest-path weight in the graph satisfies E[L] n/6. Thus, if the bucket width is chosen as ∆ 6 · √ ln ln n/ ln n ( 1 for n → ∞) then the ∆-Stepping algorithm has to traverse at least E[L]/∆ = Ω(n · √ ln n/ ln ln n ) buckets on the average. Henceforth we will assume 1 ∆ > 6 · √ ln ln n/ ln n. Let X q denote the number of light edges (c(e) ∆) emanating from node q. Unless tent(q) = dist(q), the ∆-Stepping algorithm only relaxes light edges out of q. We find E[X q ] = n/3 · ∆ 2 · n · √ ln ln n/ ln n. By Chernoff bounds (Lemma 26), Having r chains C 1 , . . . , C r accounts for a total of 1 i r i < r 2 gadgets. We aim to choose r large under the condition that all these gadgets contribute at most n/3 nodes and 2 · n/3 edges in total. It is sufficient to consider the inequality r 2 · (1 + ln 6·r n) n/3; after some simple transformations it turns out that r = ln n/(20 · ln ln n) is a feasible choice for n 20. By Lemma 41, the weight of the shortest path within each single gadget of C i exceeds the interval [1/( √ k i · ln n), ln n/ √ k i ] with probability at most 2/ ln 2 n if n 20. Let E be the event that the shortest-path weights of all gadgets are bounded as stated above, and that node q has at least E[X q ]/2 outgoing light edges. Hence,
P[E]
1 − .
Let W i be the shortest-path weight of chain C i . If E holds, then
and therefore W 1 > W 2 > · · · > W r with probability at least 9/10. In other words, given E, we managed to produce an input graph where paths from s to q of larger size (i.e., more edges) have smaller total weight. How often q is scanned and how many outgoing (light) edges of q are relaxed during these scans depends on the chosen bucket width ∆: however, if E holds and ∆ > 6 · √ ln ln n/ ln n, already the shortest-path from s to q through C 1 , s, v 1,1 , q , has total weight at most ln n/ ln 6 n = 1/ ln 2 n < ∆. Therefore, s, v 1,1 , and q are scanned for the current bucket B[0] in phases 1, 2, and 3, respectively. In phase 5, the node q is removed from B[0] and scanned again since the ∆-Stepping finds a better path s, v 2,1 , v 2,2 , v 2,3 , q through C 2 . Altogether, if E holds and ∆ > 6 · √ ln ln n/ ln n then q is scanned r ln n/(20 · ln ln n) times. Each such scan involves the relaxation of at least E[X q ]/2 n · √ ln ln n/ ln n light edges leaving q. Hence-given E-the ∆-Stepping performs at least n/20 · √ ln n/ ln ln n edge relaxations. The claim follows from the fact that E holds with probability at least 9/10. ✷ The "Approximate Bucket implementation" [6] of Dijkstra's algorithm (ABI-Dijkstra) essentially boils down to the sequential ∆-Stepping without distinction between light and heavy edges, i.e., all outgoing edges of a removed node are relaxed. Hence, repeating the two parts of the proof above for either ∆ ln ln n/ ln n or ∆ < ln ln n/ ln n when all edges out of node q are relaxed after each removal of q yields Corollary 43. There are graphs with O(n) nodes and edges and random edge weights such that ABI-Dijkstra requires Ω(n · log n/ log log n) operations on the average.
A comparison between Lemma 42 and Corollary 43 seems to reveal an advantage of the ∆-Stepping over ABI-Dijkstra due to the distinction of light and heavy edges: for the underlying graph class and a proper choice of ∆, the ∆-Stepping approach computes SSSP in Θ(n · √ log n/ log log n) time on the average, whereas ABI-Dijkstra requires Ω(n · log n/ log log n) operations on the average. However, it might still be possible to construct graphs with O(n) nodes and edges and random edge weights where both approaches provably need Ω(n · log n/ log log n) operations on the average. 
Threshold algorithm
Glover et al. suggested several variants [29] [30] [31] of a method which combines ideas lying behind the algorithms of Bellman-Ford and Dijkstra: the set of queued nodes is partitioned into two subsets, NOW and NEXT. These sets are implemented by FIFO queues. The algorithms operate in phases; at the beginning of each phase, NOW is empty. Furthermore, the methods maintain a threshold parameter t whose value is computed as an average (weighted by constant factors) between the smallest and the average tentative distance among all nodes in NEXT. During a phase, the algorithms append nodes v from NEXT having tent(v) t to the FIFO queue of NOW and scan nodes from NOW. The algorithmic variants differ in the concrete formulae for the computation of the threshold value t; there are other options as well, e.g., whether nodes v in NEXT having tent(v) t are immediately appended to NOW or just after NOW remains empty.
The general strategy of the threshold method is potentially much more powerful than the ∆-Stepping with fixed bucket width: an appropriate re-selection of the threshold value t after each phase might avoid superfluous edge relaxations. Furthermore, no operations are wasted for the traversal of a large number of empty buckets. However, subsequently we will demonstrate that very similar graph classes as those for the ∆-Stepping also cause superlinear average-case time for the threshold algorithms with FIFO queues.
Lemma 44.
There are input graphs with n nodes, m = O(n) edges and random edge weights such that the standard threshold method with two FIFO queues requires Ω(n · log n/ log log n) operations on the average.
Proof. In the following we assume that nodes from NEXT are only transferred to NOW after NOW becomes empty. We re-use the notation and graph class developed in the proof of Lemma 42 with slight modifications, compare Figs. 13 and 14: the separate long chaiñ C is omitted, and the Θ(n) edges out of the node q are extended to n = Θ(n) independent paths B i = q, b i , b i of two edges each. Similarly, n independent paths A i = s, a i , a i of length two each branch from the node s.
With at least constant probability it is true that (1) the event E from the proof of Lemma 42 holds, (2) Θ(n) edges from both A i and B i have weight at least 1/2.
We will assume that these conditions hold. The basic rationale behind the chains A i and B i is to keep the set NEXT well filled with nodes having tentative distances at least 1/2, thus maintaining a large threshold value. After the edges of s are relaxed, NEXT contains the inner nodes of the first gadget from each chain C i and also Θ(n) nodes a i from the chains A i . As a consequence, given the conditions on the edge weights as stated above, the threshold value will be t = Θ (1) . Hence, a constant fraction of the nodes in NEXT will be moved to NOW, and-as E holds-the nodes on the shortest paths of the chains C i are among them. The relaxation of all edges out of nodes in NOW will put another Θ(n) nodes a i from A i into NEXT, thus keeping the threshold value large (t = Θ(1)) whereas tent(q) 1/ ln 2 n due to E and a path s, v , q where v ∈ C 1 .
Subsequently, one observes r − 1 = Θ(log n/ log log n) cycles of the same pattern: scanning q from NOW will cause NEXT to store Θ(n) nodes b i or b i from B i for the next two phases. Therefore, the threshold value remains sufficiently high to ensure that those nodes of C i that are required for the next improvement of q are transferred to NOW. As a consequence, q is re-inserted into NOW with improved distance value, and the next cycle starts. Note that subsequent updates for tent(q) are separated by a phase where q is not part of NOW; however, as the queues operate in FIFO mode, the order of these updates will be maintained. Hence, with at least constant probability there are Θ(log n/ log log n) cycles, each of which requires Θ(n) operations. ✷
Conclusions
We have presented the first SSSP algorithms that run in linear average-case time on arbitrary directed graphs with random edge weights. Worst-case time Θ(n log n + m) can still be guaranteed by monitoring the actual time usage and switching back to Dijkstra's algorithm if required. In addition, we have shown lower-bounds on the average-case running times of some previous label-correcting algorithms.
